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$Y\{\begin{array}{ll}o:\not\subset 7\mp- Z\{ 1:treatment0:control\end{array}$









Zhang et al (2008)
$\beta$




$m(Y, X, Z,\cdot\Theta)=m(Y, Z,\cdot\Theta)-\sum_{g=0}^{1}\{I(Z=g)-\pi_{g}\}q_{g}(X)$





















Table 1 . 5000 Monte Carlo Simulation
N TRUE MC Mean MC Bias MC SD MSE
200 Zhang 0.46 $-0.4688$ $-0.0088$ 0.2293 0.0526
400
$\frac{Unadjust\cdot 0.46\cdot 0.4673\cdot 0.\cdot 00730.29280.0858}{Zhang\cdot 0.46\cdot 0.4563000370.15890.0252}$
$600$
$\frac{Unadjust-0.46\cdot 0..45690.00310.20680..0427}{Zhang-0.46\cdot 04634-0.00340.127900163}$







1 $)$ Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) :
2 $)$ Missing at Random (MAR):
3 $)$ Missing Not at Random (MNAR):
MCAR MAR
222

















Probability of Censoring Weighted (IPCW ) (Robins et al.
1995). MAR X Y
R (R Y $|$ X)
Complete Case
IPCW : $n^{-1}\sum_{i=1}^{n}\frac{R_{i}Y_{i}}{\pi(X_{i})}arrow pE(\frac{RY}{\pi(X)})=E[E\iota\frac{RY}{\pi(X)}|Y,$ $X\}]$
$= E[\frac{Y}{\pi(X)}E(R|Y, X)]=E\{\frac{Y}{\pi(X)}\pi(X)\}=E(Y)=\mu$









notation : $\pi(X|Z=g)=Pr(R=1|X, Z=g)$
$\beta$
$\sum_{i=1}^{n}\frac{R_{i}}{\pi(X_{i}|Z_{i}=g)}\{m(Y_{i\prime}Z_{i\prime}\cdot\Theta)-\sum_{g=0}^{1}(1(Z_{i}=g)-\pi_{g})q_{g}(X_{i})\}=0$




















$Y_{i}\{\begin{array}{ll}0:\not\subset T+ Z_{i}\{ 1:treatment0:control\end{array}$
1 $:\pi\not\subset$
$X_{i}$ : covariate $R_{i}\{0:missing1:observed$
52
$Z_{i}$ : Bernoul]i $Pr(Z_{I}=1)=Pr(Z_{i}=0)=0.5$





$X_{4},$ $X_{6}$ : Bernoulli $Pr(X_{4}=1)=0.3,$ $Pr(X_{6}=1)=0.5$
$X_{1}\sim X_{4}$ $X_{5}\sim X_{8}$
Y R
Y R
$Y_{i}$ : Bernoulli $logIt\{Pr(Y_{i}=1|X_{i} , Z_{i}=g)\}=X\beta_{g}^{t}$
: $\beta_{0}=(0.8,1.5,1.8,0,0,0,0,0,0)$
: $\beta_{1}=(-0.S, 10, 1.3, 0.S,25, 0,0,0,0)$



















. Zhang Complete Case
( (3))
. ( : )





















1 (1), (2) $\sim(4)$
2.44
Monte Carlo Simulation 5000











TRUE $X_{1},$ $X_{2}$ $X_{1}\sim X_{4}$
Important $X_{1}\sim X_{4}$ $X_{1}\sim X_{4}$
All $X_{1}\sim X_{8}$ $X_{1}\sim X_{8}$
$\underline{Misspecif}$l$ed$ $X_{5}\sim X_{8}$ $X_{5}\sim X_{8}$
IPCW: $q^{*}(x;\epsilon)$ :
$X_{1}\sim X_{4}$ : $X_{5}\sim X_{8}$ :
245 B$\infty$ts ap
Monte Carlo Simulation Bootstrap
Bootstrap 1 Simulation 200
3.
400, 600 $1\sim 3,5,6$ (1)
(2) $\sim(4)$ MSE
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